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note: because important websites are frequently "here today but gone tomorrow", the following was 

archived from http://www.ufomind.com/misc/1997/dec/d16-002.shtml on January 21, 2002.  This 

is NOT an attempt to divert readers from the aforementioned website.  Indeed, the reader should 

only read this back-up copy if the updated original cannot be found at the original author's site. 

 

NOTICE: The page below has been permenently FROZEN as of January 2000.  Due to resource 

limitations, this section of our website is no longer maintained, so some links may not work and some 

information may be out of date. We have retained this page for archive reference only, and we cannot 

vouch for its accuracy. Broken links will not be repaired, and minor errors will not be corrected. You are 

responsible for independently verifying any information you may find here. More Info  

Ufology's Good, Bad and Ugly (list of "disinformers") 

From: aliens_are_cool@hotmail.com (Joyce) 

Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 22:08:29 -0800  

 

[Original source unknown] 

 

Newsgroups: alt.paranet, alt.paranet.abduct, alt.paranet.paranormal, alt.paranet.skeptic, alt.paranet.ufo, 

alt.paranormal.crop-circles, alt.ufo, alt.ufo.reports, alt.alien.research, alt.alien.visitors, alt.aliens, 

alt.aliens.imprisoned, alt.aliens.they-are-here 

 

Subject: UFOLOGY's The GOOD, The BAD, and The UGLY 

From: payback@isabitch.com (Exposing the Cover-up) 

Organization: Exposing the Cover-up 

NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.96.35.34 

Date: 15 Dec 97 22:21:00 GMT 

 

------------------------------------------------------- 

Please disseminate as widely as possible!  Payback time! 

------------------------------------------------------- 

 

UFOLOGY's The GOOD, The BAD, and The UGLY 

December 15, 1997 - will be revised. 
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Key to categories: 

 

Bad = harms UFO truth 

Ugly = unreliable 

Good = helps UFO truth emerge 

 

Bad Guys/Gals (partial list) 

Colonel John Alexander, USA, DIA, INSCOM, (ret.), Ph.D., Bigelow's NIDS, Aviary, suspected as a 

leader in "The [UFO Cover-Up] Cabal" Walter Andrus, USN-ONI ("ret."), director, MUFON, 

sophisticated disinformation ops 

Robert Baker, Ph.D., psychologist/debunker 

Bob Bigelow, Las Vegas/New Mexico casinos billionaire/suspected Intelligence money-laundry 

Peter Brookesmith, writer/UFO debunker 

Jerome Clark, editor, IUFOR/super-sophisticated disinfomationer/agitator 

Major Ed Dames, DIA, INSCOM, ("ret."), head of PSI-Tech, remote-viewing disinformer 

Sergeant Richard Doty, USAF-OSI ("ret."), UFO secrets-"informant"/disinformer 

Stanton Friedman, M.S., nuclear engineer, super-sophisticated disinformer/agitator 

Christopher "Kit" Green, M.D., Ph.D., General Motors officer, former top UFO  official at CIA, head 

of Bigelow's NIDS Institute's Scientific Advisory Board 

Richard Hall, Intelligence mole within Fund for UFO Research 

James Harder, Ph.D., "abductions investigator"/Intel mole 

Budd Hopkins, artist, "abductions investigator"/disinformer 

Admiral Bobbie Ray Inman, USN ("ret."), "ex"-NSA official, head of Science Applications 

International Corporation (SAIC) and UFO black-ops twin, Decision Science Applications, Inc 

David Jacobs, Ph.D., historian/"abductions investigator"/disinformer 

Phillip Klass, aerospace writer/UFO debunker 

Kal Korff, UFO debunker 

John Lear, "former" CIA-operative/disinformer 

Ted Oliphant, UFO "investigator"/Intel mole/"information vacuumer" 

Richard Sauder, Ph.D., underground bases "investigator"/sophisticated disinformer 

Derrel Sims,"ex"-CIA operative/"abductions investigator"/disinformation propagandist 

Dennis Stacy, ex-editor, MUFON Journal, disinformer/debunker 

General Al "Bert" Stubblebine, USA, DIA, INSCOM (remote viewing)/Intel mole 

"Val Valerian", (cryptonym of John Grace, Air Force Intelligence operative), disinformer 

Jacques Valle, Ph.D., scientist/UFO-"spokesperson"/super-sophisticated disinformer 

George Wackenhut, head of security organization for Area 51/S-4 

 

Uglies (Unreliables): (partial list) 
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Art Bell, mole/information-"vacuumer"/super-sophisticated disinformer 

Graham Birdsall, editor of UK magazine UFO, sophisticated disinformation "asset" 

Professor Courtney Brown, mis-trained by Major Ed Dames to "remote-view" UFOs and ETs 

Glen Campbell, Area 51 "investigator", super-sophisticated disinformer 

Martin Cannon, mind-control investigator/disinformer 

Peter Davenport, "ex"-National Security Agency operative; head of National UFO Reporting Ctr. 

Michael Hesemann, UFO investigator/information vacuumer for Prince Hans Adam of Lichenstein 

Linda M. Howe, "useful fool" for super-sophisticated Intel information-vacuuming/propaganda 

Commander Scott Jones, USN (ret.), Ph.D., "ex"-Intelligence officer/"paranormal investigator" 

Roger Leir, D.P.M., implants investigator-extracter/"useful fool" for partner Derrel Sims of CIA 

Bob Oechsler, UFO investigator, "useful fool" for spreading sophisticated UFO disinformation 

Kevin Randle, UFO investigator, agit-prop ops 

Yvonne Smith, abductions investigator, in the past spread sophisticated UFO disinformation 

 

Good Guys/Gals (partial list) 

David Adair, former contract scientific consultant to NASA on UFO propulsion technology 

Colin Andrews, crop circles investigator 

Richard Boylan, Ph.D., psychologist/ET encounters researcher 

John Carpenter, LCSW, ET encounters researcher-therapist 

Sean Casteel, UFO investigative journalist 

Scott Catamas, UFO investigative journalist-TV producer 

Major Gordon Cooper, USAF, (ret.), Apollo astronaut, UFO reality publicist 

Lt. Colonel Phillip Corso, USA., (ret.), custodian of Roswell UFO;  UFO reality publicist 

Marc Davenport, UFO investigator/journalist 

Command Sergeant-Major Robert Dean, USA/NATO, (ret.), UFO reality publicist  

Jose Escamilla, UFO photographer 

Timothy Good, top UFO investigator 

Steven Greer, M.D., director, Committee for the Study of Extraterrestrial Intelligence (CSETI) 

William Hamilton, UFO investigator/journalist 

Norio Hayakawa, UFO investigator, (but has accepted disinformation about ET motives) 

Richard Hoagland, scientist, investigator of ET artifacts on Mars and the Moon 

Jack Kasher, Ph.D., professor, UFO investigator 

Captain Guy Kirkwood, USAF, Special Projects (ret.), AKA "Mel Noel", UFO investigator 

Robert Lazar, former physicist at Los Alamos and Area 51/S-4, UFO reality publicist 

Michael Lindemann, UFO writer-publisher 
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Ted Loman, UFO investigative journalist-TV producer 

John Mack, M.D., Harvard Psychiatry Professor, ET encounters researcher-therapist 

Jesse Marcel, Jr., M.D., son of Intelligence officer at Roswell Saucer, UFO reality publicist 

Jim Marrs, investigative journalist, UFO reality publicist 

Jamie Mausson, investigative TV journalist-producer, UFO reality publicist 

Edgar Mitchell, Ph.D., Apollo astronaut, UFO reality publicist 

Brian O'Leary, Ph.D., Mars Mission astronaut, UFO reality publicist 

Tech Sergeant Dan Sherman, USAF, NSA (ret.), ET communications expert/UFO reality publicist 

Leo Sprinkle, Ph.D., psychologist, ET encounters researcher 

Colonel Wendelle Stevens, USAF (ret.), UFO investigator/journalist 

Whitley Strieber, ET encounters investigator/journalist 

Colonel Donald Ware, USAF (ret.), UFO investigator, metaphysician 

Michael Wolf, M.D., Ph.D., Sc.D., J.D., repentant member of MJ-12 Special Studies Group, UFO 

reality publicist 

 

 

Provided as a public service by: 

***Exposing the Cover-up*** 

Created: Dec 16, 1997  

 

 

 

taken from  http://www.ufomind.com/misc/1997/dec/d16-005.shtml  at January 22, 2002 

NOTICE: The page below has been permenently FROZEN as of January 2000. Due to resource 

limitations, this section of our website is no longer maintained, so some links may not work and some 

information may be out of date. We have retained this page for archive reference only, and we cannot 

vouch for its accuracy. Broken links will not be repaired, and minor errors will not be corrected. You are 

responsible for independently verifying any information you may find here. More Info  

re: Ufology's Good, Bad and Ugly (disinformer responds) 

From: campbell@ufomind.com (Glenn Campbell, Las Vegas) 

Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 08:44:23 -0800  

 

[Moderator response follows] 

 

Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 00:23:07 -0800 

From: Martin Cannon <mcannon@thorin.instanet.com> 

Subject: Disinformer...? 

 

Mr. Campbell... 

 

http://www.ufomind.com/misc/1997/dec/d16-005.shtml
http://www.ufomind.com/org/doc/frozen/
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I've always liked your website and consider you one of the voices for rationalism in ufology.  Don't 

you think it was a little ill-considered for you to reprint libelous claims originating from a anonymous 

crank?  I'm referring to the list of ufological "disinformers" you recently published. 

 

I'm sure you found that list to be nothing more than giggle-inducing.  And I suppose I should feel 

likewise.  Still, after all these years of being called an "agent", I've never been able to distance myself 

emotionally from these crankish accusations.  I get pissed-off when people accuse of me working on 

behalf of some secret agenda.  My words -- whether foolish or wise -- have never represented anything 

other than my own beliefs. 

 

In all likelihood, a lot of the other putative "disinformers" outed by Mr. Anonmous Kook feel as I 

do.  You might want to consider removing that nonsense from your site.  Young people and newcomers 

might be tempted to take that shit seriously. 

 

-- Martin Cannon 

 

===================================================================== 

 

Aw, he's just jealous.  According to the list, Cannon is only an "investigator/disinformer" while I'm a 

"super-sophisticated disinformer." 

 

Some people don't have what it takes. 

 

-- Glenn 

 

 

if on the Internet, press  <BACK>  on your browser  to return to 

the previous page  (or go to www.stealthskater.com) 

else if accessing these files from the CD in a MS-Word session, simply <CLOSE> this 

file's window-session; the previous window-session should still remain 'active' 

 


